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Abstract 

Purpose: Nonword repetition (NWR) has been described as a clinical marker of Developmental 

Language Disorder (DLD), as NWR tasks consistently discriminate between DLD and typical 

development (TD) cross-linguistically, with Cantonese the only reported exception (Stokes et al., 

2006). This study re-examines whether NWR is able to generate TD/DLD group differences in 

Cantonese-speaking children, by reporting on a novel set of NWR stimuli which take into account 

factors known to affect NWR performance and group differentiation, including lexicality, sub-

lexicality, length and syllable complexity. 

Method: Sixteen Cantonese-speaking children with DLD and sixteen age-matched, TD children 

repeated two sets of High-Lexicality nonwords, where all constituent syllables are morphemic in 

Cantonese but meaningless when combined; and one set of Low-Lexicality nonwords, where all 

constituent syllables are non-morphemic. Low-Lexicality nonwords were further classified on sub-

lexicality, in terms of consonant-vowel (CV) combination attestedness (whether or not CV 

combinations in nonword syllables occur in real Cantonese words). 

Results: Children with DLD scored significantly below their TD peers. Effect sizes showed that High-

Lexicality nonwords and nonword syllables with attested CV combinations offered the greatest 

TD/DLD group differentiation. Nonword length and syllable complexity did not affect TD/DLD group 
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differentiation. 

Conclusions: NWR can capture TD/DLD group differences in Cantonese-speaking children. Lexicality 

and sub-lexicality effects must be considered in designing NWR stimuli for TD/DLD group 

differentiation. Future studies should replicate the present study on a larger sample size, a younger 

population, and examine diagnostic accuracy of this NWR test. 

 

Keywords 

Nonword Repetition; Developmental Language Disorder; Cantonese Chinese 
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Introduction 

 Nonword Repetition (NWR) has been advocated as a potential clinical marker for 

Developmental Language Disorder (DLD; previously known as Specific Language Impairment1; 

Bishop, North & Donlan, 1996; Conti-Ramsden, Botting & Faragher, 2001; Dollaghan & Campbell, 

1998), as it has been shown to be able to differentiate between children with typical development 

(TD) and DLD cross-linguistically. Significant effects of group (TD vs DLD) have been found for NWR 

tests in diverse languages including Arabic (Shaalan, 2020; Taha et al., 2021), Hebrew (Meir, 2017), 

Icelandic (Thordardottir, 2008), Italian (Dispaldro et al., 2013), Russian (Meir, 2017), Swedish (Kalnak 

et al., 2014), amongst others, and in two Asian tonal languages, Vietnamese (Pham & Ebert, 2020) 

and Mandarin (Chi, 2007; Wang & Huang, 2016). NWR also captures TD/DLD group differences 

across children and adolescents of different ages (Conti-Ramsden et al., 2001; Riches et al., 2011; 

Schwob et al., 2021). 

Cantonese has been a rare exception to these findings. In a study of monolingual Cantonese-

                                                      

1  Older terminology, SLI, describes children with significant language difficulties whose nonverbal cognitive 

abilities fall within the normal range – its diagnostic criteria require a significant mismatch between verbal and 

nonverbal abilities. Newer terminology, DLD, describes children with significant language difficulties that cause 

negative functional impact, are associated with poor prognosis, and are not associated with a biomedical 

condition – its diagnostic criteria no longer require a mismatch between verbal and nonverbal abilities (Bishop 

et al., 2017). 
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speaking children, Stokes et al. (2006) compared NWR performance in children with DLD (aged four 

to five years) with age-matched TD children and younger, language-matched TD children. While an 

age effect was found, whereby younger TD children achieved significantly lower accuracy in NWR, no 

significant differences were found between the DLD and TD age-matched groups. These findings 

suggested that NWR is not a potential indicator of DLD in Cantonese-speaking children, unlike what 

has been proposed for children speaking other languages. 

 

Lexical Phonological Properties of Cantonese 

In considering the possible reasons behind the discrepant findings on Cantonese NWR, it is 

important to understand the unique lexical phonological properties of Cantonese, in relation to other 

previously studied languages. Cantonese morphemes are commonly monosyllabic (Bauer & 

Benedict, 1997), with each syllable taking relatively simple forms of either (C)V(V) or (C)V(C) 

structure, and consonant clusters are not permitted. Cantonese is also a tonal language, with each 

syllable being marked by one of the six contrastive lexical tones. Furthermore, Cantonese has been 

proposed as a syllable-timed language, which does not have the variable stress patterns that occur  

in stress-timed languages like English (Mok, 2009). Together, these characteristics mean that the 

phonotactic constraints are rather simple at segmental and suprasegmental levels in Cantonese. 

Accordingly, Stokes et al. (2006) proposed that a possible reason for the discrepant findings is that 
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nonword stimuli designed with reference to Cantonese phonotactic constraints have relatively low 

levels of segmental and suprasegmental complexity, making Cantonese NWR stimuli less taxing on 

short-term memory than they appeared to be in other examined languages. However, more recent 

studies of NWR in Mandarin, which is typologically similar to Cantonese, and Vietnamese, which also 

has relatively simple phonotactic structures, have found good differentiation between TD and DLD 

groups (Chi, 2007; Pham & Ebert, 2020; Wang & Huang, 2016). 

 

Nonword Characteristics Affecting NWR Performance and TD/DLD Group Differentiation 

 If the simple phonotactic properties of Cantonese cannot explain the previous lack of significant 

findings, the design of the nonword stimuli adopted in Stokes et al. (2006) may be the culprit of the 

null findings, as extensive evidence from cross-linguistic studies suggests that NWR accuracy and 

TD/DLD group differentiation could be affected by characteristics of the nonword stimuli. Stokes et 

al. (2006) intentionally avoided the use of real morphemes and highly predictable CV combinations 

to reduce the influence of prior lexical knowledge, on the grounds that NWR tasks were proposed as 

strict measures of working memory capacity. However, more recent findings have demonstrated that 

nonwords with higher resemblance to real words in the ambient language are more effective in 

capturing TD/DLD group differences (Graf-Estes et al., 2007). In the following, we will discuss 
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nonword-related factors that have been found to affect NWR performance and TD/DLD group 

differentiation. 

 

Lexicality 

 We use the term lexicality to describe the degree to which nonwords resemble real words in an 

ambient language, in an objective, measurable manner, as opposed to word-likeness, which is often 

used to describe the subjective measure of a nonword’s similarity to real words, based on native 

speaker judgements. Specifically, lexicality can be modified and measured in terms of morphemicity 

(i.e. whether morphemic elements are incorporated into nonword stimuli). To illustrate with 

examples in English, compare items in Gathercole and Baddeley's (1996) test (e.g. defermication), 

which contain morphemes /di/, /fɜm/ and /eɪʃən/, with items in Dollaghan and Campbell's (1998) 

test, which do not incorporate real morphemes (e.g. /nɑɪtʃɔɪtɑʊvub/) by design – items from 

Dollaghan and Campbell (1998) can therefore be described as having lower lexicality than those from 

Gathercole and Baddeley (1996). Meta-analyses (Graf-Estes et al., 2007) and individual studies 

(Casalini et al., 2007) reported better NWR performance on nonwords that incorporated real 

morphemes (i.e. had higher lexicality) than those that did not, presumably because high lexicality 

nonwords allowed children to draw on their existing lexical-phonological knowledge to support NWR 

through redintegration. High lexicality nonwords have also been found to capture greater TD/DLD 
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group differences (Graf-Estes et al., 2007), likely because TD children’s stronger language skills allow 

for greater use of redintegration strategies when TD children repeat high lexicality nonwords. 

Contrarily, neither group is able to draw on long-term lexical knowledge to support the repetition of 

nonwords that do not resemble real words in the ambient language. 

 

Sub-lexicality 

Sub-lexicality is used to describe the degree to which nonword elements at a sub-lexical level 

objectively resemble sub-lexical elements in real words in the ambient language. One such measure 

is phonotactic probability, which measures the frequency with which phonemic bigrams or phonemic 

sequences at other grain sizes within nonwords appear in the ambient language. Higher NWR 

accuracy has been reported for nonwords containing syllables with high phonotactic probability than 

those with low phonotactic probability (e.g. English: McKean et al., 2013; Polish: Szewczyk et al., 

2018). Another measure of sub-lexicality is consonant-vowel (CV) combination attestedness, 

described in Stokes et al. (2006), where syllables within the nonword items were classified into two 

subtypes, labelled as IN and OUT. IN syllables contained CV combinations that are attested in 

Cantonese, but do not necessarily constitute real morphemes (e.g., the IN syllable /tɛː/ combines 

with a final consonant /-ŋ/ to form a real word /tɛːŋ/, meaning ‘to listen’, but /tɛː/ itself is not a real 

morpheme), while OUT syllables consisted of CV combinations that never occur in Cantonese (e.g., 
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/ŋuːt/, where neither itself nor the CV combination /ŋuː/ occur in Cantonese). Stokes et al. (2006) 

reported significantly higher NWR accuracy on IN syllables than OUT syllables across both TD and 

DLD groups, suggesting that children drew on their sub-lexical representations to facilitate NWR 

performance. In line with findings on the benefits of sub-lexical familiarity in other languages, the 

difference between TD and DLD groups was also larger on IN syllables, albeit not significantly (Stokes 

et al., 2006). 

 

Length 

Unsurprisingly, studies have consistently found children’s NWR accuracy to decline as nonwords 

increased in length, which raises demands on children’s limited short-term memory capacities 

(Schwob et al., 2021). While some studies reported that children with DLD are disproportionately 

affected by increasing nonword length (Dispaldro et al., 2013; McKean et al., 2013), reflecting more 

limited phonological short-term memory capacities in children with DLD, others reported no 

interaction between clinical status and nonword length (Boerma et al., 2015).  

 

Segmental Complexity 

Nonwords with more complex segments, such as those containing consonant clusters, have also 

been reported to be more difficult to repeat than nonwords with less complex segments, such as 
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those without consonant clusters, perhaps because nonwords with higher levels of segmental 

complexity require more complex phonological analysis, motor planning, and/or phonological 

memory (Polišenská & Kapalková, 2014; Szewczyk et al., 2018). An increase in segmental complexity 

is also disproportionally challenging for children with DLD, compared to their TD peers (Gallon et al., 

2007; Jones et al., 2010). 

 

In summary, a number of nonword characteristics may affect children’s NWR performance and 

TD/DLD group differentiation in NWR tests. These include 1) nonword lexicality, where nonword 

stimuli that incorporated real morphemes in a child’s language led to better NWR performance and 

greater TD/DLD group differentiation; 2) nonword sub-lexicality, where nonwords with higher 

phonotactic probability and those that incorporated attested CV combinations led to better NWR 

performance; 3) nonword length, where NWR performance declines with increasing number of 

syllables in a nonword, with inconclusive evidence on its effects on TD/DLD group differentiation; 

and 4) segmental complexity of nonwords, where lower NWR performance can be seen on nonwords 

that contained consonant clusters, and nonwords with consonant clusters may generate greater 

TD/DLD group differences. 

 

The Present Study 
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 Despite the growing understanding of how nonword characteristics may affect NWR 

performance and TD/DLD group differentiation, to our knowledge, no study to date has examined 

the use of any alternative nonword stimuli to those used by Stokes et al. (2006), for capturing 

TD/DLD group differences in Cantonese-speaking children. We report on a newly designed set of 

nonword stimuli, which takes into account each of the factors known to affect NWR performance 

and group differentiation from the cross-linguistic findings, as highlighted above. With this novel 

stimulus set, our objectives are: 1) to revisit whether NWR is able to generate TD/DLD group 

differences in Cantonese-speaking children; and 2) to identify whether nonwords at particular levels 

of lexicality, sub-lexicality, length, and syllable complexity are best suited to capturing TD/DLD group 

differences in Cantonese. 

Specifically, four research questions (RQ) are addressed: 

RQ1: How does lexicality of NWR stimuli affect NWR performance and TD/DLD group differentiation 

in Cantonese-speaking children? 

RQ2: As an extension of Stokes et al.'s (2006) analysis of IN and OUT syllables, how does sub-

lexicality, in terms of CV combination attestedness, affect NWR performance and TD/DLD group 

differentiation in Cantonese-speaking children? 

RQ3: How does nonword length, a nonword-related variable known to affect NWR performance in 
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children acquiring other languages, affect NWR performance and TD/DLD group differentiation in 

Cantonese-speaking children? 

RQ4: How does syllable complexity in nonwords affect NWR performance and TD/DLD group 

differentiation in Cantonese-speaking children? 

 

Methods 

Participants 

 Thirty-two predominantly monolingual Cantonese-speaking children from Hong Kong 

participated. They were either recruited online or invited to take part in this study after participating 

in other projects. These children are described as “predominantly monolingual”, as they acquire 

Cantonese (the majority community language of Hong Kong) as first language at home and attended 

local schools where Cantonese was the medium of instruction, whilst also being exposed to English 

and Mandarin in second language classes at school, given the language education policies in Hong 

Kong. Unlike other bilingual children, e.g. heritage speakers of Cantonese living in an English-

speaking country or children attending international schools in Hong Kong, the children included in 

this study are only exposed to their second languages, English and Mandarin, for less than 20% of 

their awake time. Therefore, they do not have extensive and intensive exposure to languages other 

than Cantonese, and are described as predominantly monolingual, rather than bi-/ multi-lingual, 
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following common operational definitions of mono-/bi-lingualism in other studies in terms of relative 

exposure to languages (see e.g., Paradis, 2023). 

Unlike most previous studies looking at younger children (Schwob et al., 2021), we examine 

older, eight to eleven year-old children, as younger children could not be accessed during the 

pandemic due to reluctance from parents to enroll their children in research studies. Given that 

TD/DLD group differences in NWR have been reported on children and adolescents across different 

ages, at least up to age 15;4 (Riches et al., 2011; Schwob et al., 2021), we believed that examining 

children from this older age range would still allow our research objectives to be appropriately 

addressed. Moreover, given that no previous Cantonese NWR studies have yielded significant group 

effects, the lack of information on effect sizes from previous studies did not allow us to conduct an a 

priori power analysis. We therefore had a sample size of DLD versus age-matched TD that was 

comparable to the existing Cantonese NWR literature.   

 

Participant Selection Criteria 

 Sixteen children met the criteria for a DLD diagnosis following the CATALISE criteria (Bishop et al., 

2017). Parents and/or school personnel expressed concerns providing evidence of negative functional 

impact of their language difficulties, affecting daily social interactions or educational progress. 

Moreover, results from a standardized norm-referenced language assessment, Hong Kong Cantonese 
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Oral Language Assessment Scale (HKCOLAS; T’sou et al., 2006), provided objective evidence for lack of 

competency even in these children’s best language. Specifically, fourteen children scored at 1.25 SD 

below age means in two or more out of six subtests of HKCOLAS, and two scored at -1.25 SD in one 

subtest and -1.0 SD in another subtest. Two children had co-occurring attention deficit hyperactivity 

disorder and dyslexia respectively2. 

The sixteen TD children were individually matched to each child in the DLD group in age (within 

four months of age difference on the day of testing), gender, and grade in school. Parents reported 

no concerns over language or other aspects of development in the questionnaire. All these children 

were confirmed to have age-appropriate language skills under HKCOLAS. 

 No participants reported having any hearing impairments, and their hearing status was 

ascertained from passing a pure tone audiometry hearing screening test. All children also completed 

Raven’s Progressive Matrices (Raven et al., 1996) and had standard scores above 70, screening out 

the likelihood of intellectual disability. The standard scores of the DLD group were significantly below 

the TD group, t(30) = 2.27, p = .02 (see Table 1 for group means and standard deviations). None of 

the participants were suspected to have autism spectrum disorder (ASD) by their parents and school 

                                                      

2 Under the CATALISE diagnostic criteria, both attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and dyslexia are 

considered to be co-occurring conditions with DLD, as opposed to differentiating conditions, thus the 

two children were retained in our DLD sample. 
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personnel, and none had ever undergone assessments for or received a diagnosis of ASD. Table 1 

summarizes the demographic information, language assessment scores, and cognitive assessment 

scores of the participants. [Table 1 here] 

This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the Human Subjects 

Ethics Sub-committee at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (reference number: 

HSEARS20161230004). Written informed consent was given by the parents of each participant. 

 

Materials 

Hong Kong Cantonese Oral Language Assessment Scale (HKCOLAS) 

 HKCOLAS (T’sou et al., 2006) is a norm-referenced language assessment tool designed to 

examine Cantonese oral language abilities of five- to twelve- year-old children in Hong Kong. 

HKCOLAS has six subtests, targeting vocabulary (Lexical-Semantic Relations Test, Word Definition 

Test, and Expressive Nominal Vocabulary Test), morpho-syntax (Test of Hong Kong Cantonese 

Grammar), and narratives (Textual Comprehension Test and Narrative Test). Children who score 1.25 

SDs below age means in two or more subtests qualify for a diagnosis of language disorder; at this 

diagnostic cut-off, HKCOLAS has a sensitivity of 0.95 and specificity of 0.98 respectively. HKCOLAS 

also has high test reliabilities based on coefficient alpha (0.80-0.97 across all subtests) and 

standardised error of measurement. 
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Pure Tone Audiometry Hearing Screening Test 

 Pure tone audiometry hearing screening test was performed using an Interacoustics AD226 

diagnostic audiometer. Children are asked to raise their hands when they hear a beep (i.e. pure 

tones), which are presented at 25 dB hearing levels (HL) at frequencies of 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 2000 Hz 

and 4000 Hz. To pass the hearing screening, children have to respond to pure tones at all test 

frequencies at 25dB HL in both left and right ears. 

 

Raven’s Progressive Matrices 

 A Hong Kong Chinese adapted version of Raven’s Progressive Matrices (Chan, 1984; Raven et 

al., 1996) was used as a measure of non-verbal intelligence quotient, to screen out the possibility of 

intellectual disability when assessing children suspected of DLD. Raven’s Progressive Matrices 

include 60 multiple choice questions, where examinees identify a missing piece from six to eight 

options that completes a pattern. Children are considered to be within the normal range if they gain 

standard scores of 70 or above. 

 

NWR Stimuli 
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 Three sets of NWR stimuli, which varied in lexicality levels in relation to Cantonese, were used 

(See Table 2 for a comparison of the nonword sets and examples, and supplementary materials for 

the full list of nonword items). [Table 2 here] 

 High-Lexicality Nonwords. High-Lexicality nonwords had the highest lexicality level, where all 

constituent syllables are morphemic in Cantonese, but are meaningless when combined. The items 

ranged from two to five syllables in length. Syllable complexity was also manipulated, in terms of 

rime structure (rime refers to the sequence of all phonemes following the onset, i.e. the initial 

consonant, within a syllable) – half of the High-Lexicality items were constructed solely with 

relatively simple CV syllables (i.e. rime structure being V), while the other half were constructed 

solely with relatively complex CVC syllables (i.e. rime structure being VC). Consonant clusters and 

diphthongs were not included as candidates for complex syllable structures, because the former do 

not occur in Cantonese (Matthews & Yip, 2011) and the latter are typically acquired early, around the 

same time as monophthongs (To et al., 2013). The total number of High-Lexicality items was 24. 

Low-Lexicality Nonwords. Low-Lexicality nonwords had the lowest lexicality level, where all 

constituent syllables are non-morphemic across all the six contrastive lexical tones. Low-Lexicality 

nonwords are similar to those used in Stokes et al. (2006), in that all syllables are non-morphemic, 

although the syllable selection criteria are more relaxed in Stokes et al. (2006), where syllables were 
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only non-morphemic in the tones they were presented in; in contrast, Low-Lexicality nonwords in 

this study consist of syllables that are non-morphemic across all six contrastive lexical tones. Due to 

such stringent syllable selection criteria, Low-Lexicality nonwords had a smaller vowel range than 

High-Lexicality nonwords. Like High-Lexicality nonwords, Low-Lexicality items also ranged from two 

to five syllables in length, and half of the items were constructed with CV syllables, while the other 

half were created with CVC syllables. The total number of Low-Lexicality items was 24. 

IN vs. OUT Syllables. Within Low-Lexicality nonwords, where all syllables were non-morphemic, 

the constituent syllables could be further divided into two subtypes – IN and OUT – based on their 

sub-lexical characteristics. Following the design in Stokes et al. (2006), IN syllables were CV or CVC 

structures containing attested CV combinations (e.g., hik, where the syllable in its entirety does not 

occur in Cantonese, but the CV combination hi does occur in Cantonese in other phonological 

contexts, as in hing), while OUT syllables contain unattested CV combinations (e.g., ngut, where 

neither itself nor the CV combination ngu occur in Cantonese). Half of the constituent syllables 

within Low-Lexicality nonwords were IN syllables, the other half OUT, allowing for comparisons to be 

made on NWR performance based on this sub-lexical feature of NWR stimuli. 

High-Lexicality-Vowel-Matched Nonwords. To match the smaller vowel range of Low-Lexicality 

nonwords, an additional set of High-Lexicality nonwords, labelled as High-Lexicality-Vowel-Matched 
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nonwords, was created. Like High-Lexicality nonwords, High-Lexicality-Vowel-Matched items also had 

constituent syllables that are morphemic in Cantonese, and therefore also had the highest lexicality 

level, but they matched the more restricted vowel range in Low-Lexicality nonwords. High-Lexicality-

Vowel-Matched nonwords also ranged from two to five syllables in length, and half of the items were 

constructed with CV syllables, while the other half were created with CVC syllables. The total number 

of High-Lexicality-Vowel-Matched items was 24. 

 Other Considerations. Consonants and vowels used across all nonword sets were expected to 

be acquired by age 4;0 in speech production by monolingual Cantonese-speaking children (To et al., 

2013). Syllables that sounded like real English words (e.g., wet or fit) and nonwords with syllable 

combinations as subparts that sounded like real multi-syllabic, Cantonese words were avoided. To 

control for prosodic effects, all nonwords were set to be articulated with Cantonese tone one, with 

even length and stress on each syllable. All items were recorded by a female native Cantonese-

speaking student speech and language therapist (SLT). 

 

Procedures 

 All experimental tasks were administered by native Cantonese-speaking student SLTs, in a quiet 

clinic room at our Speech Therapy Unit. The testing session, consisting of a hearing screening, NWR 

task, standardised language assessment and non-verbal intelligence quotient test, lasted for about 
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two hours. 

 The procedures of the NWR task were modelled after those from Polišenská and Kapalková 

(2014). The computerised NWR task was presented as a picture story through PowerPoint slides. 

Participants listened to pre-recorded instructions and stimuli that were embedded into the slides 

through noise cancelling headphones in a quiet room. In the two practice trials, children were 

instructed to listen to and repeat magic words (i.e., nonwords) exactly as they heard them, and a 

bead would appear on a thread on screen when an attempt has been made. Replays of the practice 

stimuli were permitted, and feedback on accuracy was given to ensure the participant understood 

the task requirements. The experimental block was embedded into a story about helping story 

characters repair a broken necklace for their mother, by repeating nonwords exactly as they heard 

them. Nonwords from the three stimulus sets were pooled together, and the order of nonword 

presentation was randomised. With every attempt, a bead would appear on screen, until the 

necklace was fully repaired at the end of the experimental block. Replays were not permitted in the 

experimental block, unless the presentation of stimuli was interrupted by transient distractions (e.g., 

talking), and feedback on accuracy was not provided. 

 

Scoring 

 Responses were audio recorded and transcribed. Performance on all nonwords was scored on 
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whole-nonword correctness (i.e., responses must contain all and only the target segments in the 

correct order to be scored as correct). Low-Lexicality nonwords were further scored on syllable-level 

accuracy, to allow for analysis of NWR performance based on sub-lexical characteristics. In Hong 

Kong Cantonese, there are two well documented free variants that are prevalent even among adult 

native speakers, which are the omission of initial /ŋ/ consonant, and substitutions between final /k/ 

and final /t/ consonants (To et al., 2013). Therefore, responses with such variations were not 

regarded as incorrect. Changes in prosody (e.g. tone) were not penalised, and such changes were 

rarely observed. 

 

Inter-rater Reliability 

 Five native-Cantonese speakers with linguistic training on Cantonese phonetics and phonology 

and phonetic transcription of normal and disordered speech samples transcribed and scored the 

data. One completed the first round of transcriptions and scoring for all data (both by whole-

nonword and by syllable scoring). Two independently transcribed 31.3% of all data and scored NWR 

accuracy by whole-nonword correctness. The remaining two independently transcribed 37.5% of 

responses to Low-Lexicality nonwords and scored NWR accuracy at syllable level. At whole-nonword 

level scoring, the average measure Intra-class Coefficient (ICC) using a two-way mixed model and 

absolute agreement was .98 for High-Lexicality-Vowel-Matched nonwords (95% Confidence intervals 
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or CI of .90 to .99); .90 for High-Lexicality nonwords (95% CI of .63 to .98); and .93 for Low-Lexicality 

nonwords (95% CI of .70 to .98). At syllable level scoring, the average ICC using a two-way mixed 

model and absolute agreement was .89 (95% CI of .88 to .91), indicating good to excellent levels of 

reliability between raters at both levels of scoring. 

 

Data Analysis 

NWR scores were analysed with Logistics Mixed Effects Models, using the R package lme4 (Bates 

& Maechler, 2010) in R (version 4.1.3, R Core Development Team, 2021). There was no missing data, 

and all assumptions under Logistics Mixed Effects Models were met. No data transformation was 

required. Four models were used to address each of the four RQs respectively. 

RQ1, concerning the effects of lexicality of NWR stimuli on NWR performance and TD/DLD group 

differentiation, was addressed with Model 1. Model 1 had a dependent variable of NWR accuracy at 

whole-nonword level (as a categorical variable of Correct vs. Incorrect for each trial), while lexicality 

(High-Lexicality vs. Low-Lexicality vs. High-Lexicality-Vowel-Matched), participant group (TD vs. DLD) 

and their interaction were added to the model as independent variables. Participants and nonword 

items were added as random effects. 

RQ2, concerning the effects of CV combination attestedness on NWR performance and TD/DLD 

group differentiation, was addressed with Model 2. In Model 2, NWR accuracy at syllable level was the 
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dependent variable (measured categorically as Correct vs. Incorrect for each trial), with independent 

variables of CV combination attestedness (IN vs. OUT), participant group (TD vs. DLD), and their 

interaction. The dependent variable in Model 2 was NWR accuracy at syllable level, as opposed to 

whole-nonword level, because IN syllables and OUT syllables co-occurred within items, i.e. each 

nonword consisted of both IN and OUT syllables, so nonwords had to be scored at syllable level for the 

effects of CV combination attestedness to be examined. Participant and nonword items were added 

as random effects. 

RQ3, concerning the effects of nonword length on NWR performance and TD/DLD group 

differentiation, was addressed with Model 3. Model 3 had the dependent variable of NWR accuracy at 

whole-nonword level (as a categorical variable of Correct vs. Incorrect for each trial), while length (in 

number of syllables, as a continuous variable), participant group (TD vs. DLD) and their interaction 

were added to the model as independent variables. Participants and nonword items were added as 

random effects. 

RQ4, concerning the effects of syllable complexity on NWR performance and TD/DLD group 

differentiation, was addressed with Model 4. Model 4 had the dependent variable of NWR accuracy at 

whole-nonword level (as a categorical variable of Correct vs. Incorrect for each trial), while syllable 
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complexity (CV vs. CVC), participant group (TD vs. DLD) and their interaction were added to the model 

as independent variables. Participants and nonword items were added as random effects.  
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Results 

Effects of Lexicality 

RQ1 was addressed by Model 1, which examined how lexicality of NWR stimuli affected NWR 

performance and TD/DLD group differentiation in Cantonese-speaking children. 

 The fixed effects of Model 1 are shown in Table 3. There was a significant main effect of 

Lexicality, with significantly lower scores on Low-Lexicality nonwords compared to High-Lexicality-

Vowel-Matched nonwords (p <.001), but no significant difference between performance on High-

Lexicality and High-Lexicality-Vowel-Matched nonwords, which shared the same level of lexicality. 

There was also a significant main effect of Group (p <.001), where the TD group scored significantly 

higher than the DLD group in the NWR task, at whole-nonword level scoring. [Table 3 here] 

The Group x Lexicality interaction was not statistically significant, with nonwords at each 

lexicality level capturing significant TD/DLD group differences in NWR performance, although effect 

sizes in odds ratios (OR) showed that greater TD/DLD group differentiation occurred with nonwords 

of the higher lexicality level (i.e., High-Lexicality: OR = 5.06, medium effect size; and High-Lexicality-

Vowel-matched: OR = 4.04, medium effect size), compared to Low-Lexicality nonwords (OR = 3.10, 

small effect size). 

 

Effects of Sub-Lexicality 
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RQ2 was addressed by Model 2, which examined how sub-lexicality, in terms of CV combination 

attestedness, affected NWR performance and TD/DLD group differentiation in Cantonese-speaking 

children. 

 The fixed effects of Model 2 are shown in Table 4. There was a significant main effect of CV 

combination attestedness, with significantly lower scores on OUT syllables (i.e. those containing 

unattested CV combinations) compared to IN syllables (i.e. those containing attested CV 

combinations; p <.001). There was also a significant main effect of Group (p <.001), where the TD 

group scored significantly higher than the DLD group in the NWR task, at syllable level scoring. The 

interaction between CV combination attestedness and group was significant (p <.001). [Table 4 here] 

 To assist the interpretation of this interaction, we used likelihood ratio tests to examine the 

effects of group on NWR accuracy at syllable level in IN syllables and OUT syllables separately. When 

IN syllables were analysed, the fixed effect of Group was highly significant (p <.001) with a medium 

effect size (OR = 3.08), and when OUT syllables were analysed, the fixed effect of Group was 

significant (p = .04), although with a small effect size (OR = 1.65). We also plotted predicted 

probabilities of NWR accuracy (with 95% confidence intervals) for children on IN and OUT syllables, 

for the DLD and TD groups separately (see Figure 1). Figure 1 shows that in children with DLD, the 

gap between performance on IN syllables and OUT syllables was small, when the 95% confidence 
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intervals (CI) were taken into consideration. On the other hand, in TD children, the gap was large, 

indicating a more consistent and prominent improvement in performance on IN syllables compared 

to OUT syllables, even when the 95% CI were factored in. 

 

Effects of Nonword Length 

RQ3 was addressed by Model 3, which examined how nonword length affected NWR 

performance and TD/DLD group differentiation in Cantonese-speaking children. 

The fixed effects of Model 3 are shown in Table 5. There was a significant main effect of Length, 

where nonword accuracy decreased as nonwords increased in number of syllables (p <.001), but the 

model did not register a significant main effect of Group (p =.12)3. The model also did not register a 

significant interaction between Length and Group. [Table 5 here] 

 

Effects of Syllable Complexity 

RQ4 was addressed by Model 4, which examined how syllable complexity in nonwords affected 

NWR performance and TD/DLD group differentiation in Cantonese-speaking children. 

                                                      

3 While this maximal model did not register a significant main effect of Group, the effect of Group was significant 

(TD > DLD) when an alternative stepwise forward selection analysis approach was used, where two models, one 

including and one excluding a factor (i.e. Group in this case), are compared using likelihood ratio tests to identify 

significant effects when building up a model step-by-step. 
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The fixed effects of Model 4 are shown in Table 6. The model did not register a significant main 

effect of Syllable Complexity (p =.08), but the main effect of Group was significant (p <.001), 

indicating that the TD group scored significantly higher than the DLD group. The model also did not 

register a significant interaction between Syllable Complexity and Group. [Table 6 here] 

 

Summary of Results 

The results showed that these Cantonese-speaking children with DLD performed significantly 

lower than their age-matched TD peers in Cantonese NWR tasks. Both TD and DLD children 

performed better on nonwords with high lexicality compared with low lexicality, and high lexicality 

nonwords yielded greater TD/DLD group differences, based on effect sizes. Both TD and DLD children 

also performed better on IN syllables (containing attested CV combinations) compared to OUT 

syllables (containing unattested CV combinations), and IN syllables captured greater TD/DLD group 

differentiation than OUT syllables, based on effect sizes. Children in both TD and DLD groups had a 

drop in NWR performance as nonwords increased in length, but these children’s performance was 

not affected by syllable complexity. 

 

Discussion 

 This study revisited whether NWR is able to capture TD/DLD group differences in 
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predominantly monolingual Cantonese-speaking children, and whether nonwords with certain 

characteristics are better able to capture such group differences than others. Specifically, we 

addressed four RQs, which asked whether NWR performance and TD/DLD group differentiation in 

Cantonese-speaking children are affected by: 1) lexicality, in terms of morphemicity; 2) sub-lexicality, 

in terms of CV combination attestedness; 3) nonword length, in number of syllables; and 4) syllable 

complexity, by comparing syllables of CV and CVC structure. This study is the first to document that 

Cantonese-speaking TD children do perform significantly above their DLD peers in NWR, and our 

findings suggest that nonwords with higher levels of lexicality and sub-lexicality maximise the degree 

of TD/DLD group differentiation. 

 

Potential Utility of NWR in Identifying DLD in Cantonese-Speaking Children 

 The present findings suggest that Cantonese may not be a true cross-linguistic exception in 

NWR, despite previous suggestions that its simple phonotactic structure may mean that Cantonese 

nonword stimuli are less taxing on short-term/working memory, and therefore unable to generate 

TD/DLD group differences in children acquiring Cantonese. Using our newly designed NWR stimuli, 

TD/DLD group differences were captured in all statistical models, except in Model 3, which focused 

on the factor, nonword length; given that significant group differences were otherwise consistently 

registered, there is a possibility that the exceptional findings in Model 3 may be a Type II error, 
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stemming from the relatively small sample size in this study. Moreover, we even found significant 

TD/DLD group differences in NWR performance on the Low-Lexicality items, which were similar to 

the stimuli used by Stokes et al. (2006), who previously reported non-significant findings. Our results, 

therefore, point to NWR having potential to be further developed as an assessment tool to aid the 

identification of DLD in Cantonese-speaking children. This will certainly require future work to 

replicate the present findings on a larger sample size, as well as to examine the diagnostic accuracy 

of this NWR test for Cantonese-speaking children. Despite a relatively small sample size in the 

current study that is comparable to that of the widely cited study by Stokes et al. (2006; 14 DLDs and 

15 age-matched TDs), the present findings have established that Cantonese is unlikely to be a true 

cross-linguistic exception in NWR, supporting the potential utility of NWR in identifying DLD 

alongside other forms of assessment in Cantonese, as well as cross-linguistically. 

 

Considerations of Nonword Factors in Designing NWR Tests for TD/DLD Group Differentiation 

 Our findings also suggest that most nonword-related factors known to affect NWR performance 

and group differentiation in children acquiring other languages affect Cantonese-speaking children in 

similar ways. Therefore, the utility of NWR tasks for generating TD/DLD group differences depends 

on careful consideration of these nonword-related factors, especially those that affect TD and DLD 

groups differently. In the following, we will discuss the findings on each of the nonword-related 
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factors examined. 

 

Lexicality 

 We report positive findings on lexicality, where Cantonese-speaking children, regardless of TD 

or DLD status, repeated nonwords more accurately in High-Lexicality and High-Lexicality-Vowel-

Matched items (where all constituent syllables are morphemic in Cantonese), compared to Low-

Lexicality items (where all constituent syllables are non-morphemic in Cantonese). These findings 

imply that children do draw on their long-term lexical-phonological knowledge at a morphemic level 

to support the repetition of nonwords, when the nonwords allowed them to do so. We further found 

that the degree of TD/DLD group differentiation differed depending on the lexicality level of 

nonwords, as indexed by differences in effect sizes – larger differences were captured by High-

Lexicality and High-Lexicality-Vowel-Matched nonwords, compared to Low-Lexicality nonwords. A 

possible reason behind this pattern of findings is that since TD children are expected to have 

stronger lexical representations (and sub-lexical representations, see the next sub-section on Sub-

lexicality), TD children can rely on their stronger lexical (and sub-lexical) knowledge for greater use of 

redintegration strategies to support NWR, resulting in a more prominent improvement in NWR 

accuracy when nonwords increased in lexicality levels, relative to children with DLD. Combined with 

the lack of significant findings previously reported by Stokes et al. (2006), NWR data on Cantonese-
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speaking children suggest that nonwords with low lexicality levels are not optimal for detecting 

TD/DLD group differences, and that lexical factors must be carefully considered in the design of NWR 

stimuli, to allow for children to draw on their lexical-phonological knowledge to support the 

repetition of nonwords. 

 

Sub-lexicality 

  Our data suggest that even within Low-Lexicality items, where all constituent syllables are non-

morphemic, children achieve better performance on syllables that contain CV combinations attested 

in Cantonese (i.e., IN syllables) than those that do not (i.e., OUT syllables). Furthermore, although 

both IN and OUT syllables generated TD/DLD group differences, greater differentiation was observed 

on IN syllables than OUT syllables (as shown by effect size differences), and our plots also indicated 

that children with DLD showed less benefit on IN syllables than TD children. This pattern of findings 

mirrored those on lexicality, suggesting that sub-lexicality in nonwords affected NWR performance 

and TD/DLD group differentiation in an analogous manner to lexicality, and that sub-lexicality factors 

must also be carefully considered in designing nonwords for the purpose of generating TD/DLD 

group differences. This is consistent with recent findings on other languages that children draw from 

multiple streams – both lexical and sub-lexical representations – to support NWR, and particularly 

that sub-lexical representations may be fundamental to successful NWR (Szewczyk et al., 2018). 
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Length 

 We also found a significant effect of length on NWR accuracy, which is consistent with most, if 

not all previous studies, in finding a decrease in NWR accuracy as nonwords increase in length and 

become gradually more taxing on short-term memory (Schwob et al., 2021). Our data did not 

register an interaction between group and length, suggesting that these children with DLD were not 

disproportionally affected by increasing nonword length. 

 

Syllable complexity 

The present data did not register a significant effect of syllable complexity, nor an interaction 

between group and syllable complexity. While this may seem inconsistent with previous studies that 

have reported lower NWR accuracy on nonwords with higher segmental complexity (e.g. nonwords 

containing consonant clusters; Jones et al., 2010), this is unsurprising for two reasons. First, as our 

participant sample was older than previously examined groups, an increase in syllable complexity 

from CV to CVC structure may not pose significantly more challenge to our participants, including 

those with DLD. Second, as consonant clusters are not permitted in Cantonese, even nonwords with 

relatively complex (specifically CVC) syllables are simpler than segmentally complex nonwords 

examined in other languages previously.  
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Limitations and Future Directions  

One limitation of the present study is its relatively small sample size, which meant that there is 

a possibility for statistical models to miss effects that would emerge as significant in a larger sample. 

In particular, we did not find significant TD/DLD group differences in Model 3, concerning the effects 

of nonword length – results from a post-hoc power analysis indicated that the model was 

underpowered (power = 28.5%), thus group differences may be weakened by being underpowered in 

some analyses. On the other hand, significant TD/DLD group differences were still registered in all 

other statistical models in the current study, demonstrating the potential clinical utility of NWR for 

identifying DLD in Cantonese-speaking children. The present findings would need to be replicated in 

a larger sample, which would allow for the diagnostic accuracy of this NWR test to be examined at an 

individual, rather than group level, in terms of sensitivity and specificity. Moreover, future work is 

needed to confirm whether significant group differences in NWR accuracy between Cantonese-

speaking children with and without DLD carries over to younger children, as the lack of positive 

findings in Stokes et al. (2006) was reported on a younger participant group at pre-school age, and 

the development of clinical screening tools should strive to allow for early identification of 

developmental disorders. The current findings also have important clinical implications for further 

research on using NWR measures to improve the identification of DLD in Cantonese-speaking 
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bilingual children, an area largely lacking in assessment tools. 

 

Conclusions 

Our results suggest that NWR is able to capture TD/DLD group differences in Cantonese-speaking 

children, providing novel findings that are consistent with the cross-linguistic literature and confirm 

that NWR tasks have the potential to be used as informative assessment tools for DLD even in 

Cantonese. Our results also add to the understanding of optimal NWR stimuli design, from a language 

with very different lexical and sub-lexical properties from most languages studied. Both lexical and 

sub-lexical factors must be considered in the design of NWR stimuli for generating TD/DLD group 

differences, as children draw on lexical and sub-lexical representations to support NWR. Future work 

could aim to replicate the present findings on a larger sample size, verify whether TD/DLD group 

differences are still captured by NWR in younger, Cantonese-speaking children, and examine the 

diagnostic accuracy of this NWR test. 
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Table 1. Demographic information, language assessment scores and cognitive scores of the DLD and 

TD groups 

 

Participant information DLD group (N = 16) TD group (N = 16) 

Demographic information   

Age 8;01 – 11;00  

(M = 9;07, SD = 0;11) 

8;00 to 11;03  

(M = 9;07, SD = 1;00) 

Gender Males x11; Females x5 

Grade in school Primary2 x2; Primary3 x2; Primary4 x8; Primary5 x4 

Language assessment (in Z-scores) a  

Word Definition Test M = -0.85, SD = 0.85 M = 0.63, SD = 1.24 

Lexical-Semantic Relations Test M = -2.10, SD = 0.85 M = -0.11, SD = 0.91 

Expressive Nominal Vocabulary Test M = -1.98, SD = 1.64 M = 0.29, SD = 0.95 

Test of Hong Kong Cantonese Grammar M = -0.96, SD = 1.82 M = 0.74, SD = 0.84 

Textual Comprehension Test M = -1.24, SD = 1.36 M = 0.79, SD = 1.00 

Narrative Test M = -1.66, SD = 1.21 M = 0.04, SD = 0.97 

Cognitive assessment (in Standard Scores)  

Raven’s Progressive Matrices M = 102.7, SD = 12.5 M = 113.6, SD = 11.4 

 

a Language assessment scores are listed for the six subtests within the standardized norm-

referenced Hong Kong Cantonese Oral Language Assessment Scale (HKCOLAS). In HKCOLAS, 

the diagnostic criterion for Language Disorder is scoring 1.25 SD below age means in two or 

more out of six subtests. 
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Table 2. Comparison of nonword sets with examples 

 

Nonwords Lexicality Sub-lexicality Vowel Range Examples  

High-

Lexicality 

High: 100% syllables are 

morphemic in tone 1, but 

meaningless when 

combined 

Not examined Wider fe* ji* 

maa* 

High-

Lexicality-

Vowel-

Matched  

High: 100% syllables are 

morphemic in tone 1, but 

meaningless when 

combined 

Not examined More restricted, 

matched with 

Low-Lexicality 

lo* fo* 

Low-

Lexicality  

Low: 0% syllables are 

morphemic across all six 

contrastive lexical tones 

50% IN (attested CV 

combinations), 50% 

OUT (unattested CV 

combinations) 

More restricted, 

matched with 

High-Lexicality-

Vowel-Matched 

ngu fi hu 

Stokes et 

al. (2006) 

Low: 0% syllables are 

morphemic 

50% IN (attested CV 

combinations), 50% 

OUT (unattested CV 

combinations) 

N/A nu pim 

Note. Morphemic syllables in examples are marked with *.  
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Table 3. Results of Model 1 on effects of lexicality on NWR accuracy at whole-nonword level and 

TD/DLD group differentiation 

 

Fixed Effect β SE z p 

(Intercept) 0.52 0.41 1.25 .21 

Lexicality (Low-Lexicality) -2.54 0.50 -5.05 <.001 

Lexicality (High-Lexicality) -0.01 0.49 -0.02 .98 

Group (TD) 1.53 0.38 4.01 <.001 

Group(TD) : Lexicality(Low-Lexicality) -0.49 0.30 -1.65 .10 

Group(TD) : Lexicality(High-Lexicality) 0.07 0.28 0.24 .81 

Random Effect Variance SD   

Item 2.44 1.56   

Participant 0.85 0.92   
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Table 4. Results of Model 2 on effects of sub-lexicality on NWR accuracy at syllable level and TD/DLD 

group differentiation 

 

Fixed Effect β SE z p 

(Intercept) 1.18 0.25 4.76 <.001 

CVcombination_Attestedness (OUT) -1.03 0.13 -7.98 <.001 

Group (TD) 1.11 0.25 4.56 <.001 

Group (TD) : CVcombination_Attestedness (OUT) -0.66 0.19 -3.46 <.001 

Random Effect Variance SD   

Item 0.32 0.56   

Participant 0.78 0.88   
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Table 5. Results of Model 3 on effects of nonword length on NWR accuracy at whole-nonword level and 

TD/DLD group differentiation 

 

Fixed Effect β SE z p 

(Intercept) 3.65 0.74 4.93 <.001 

Length -1.14 0.19 -5.91 <.001 

Group (TD) 0.83 0.53 1.55 .12 

Group(TD) : Length 0.16 0.11 1.43 .15 

Random Effect Variance SD   

Item 2.76 1.66   

Participant 0.85 0.92   
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Table 6. Results of Model 4 on effects of syllable complexity on NWR accuracy at whole-nonword level 

and TD/DLD group differentiation 

 

Fixed Effect β SE z p 

(Intercept) 0.09 0.43 0.21 .84 

Syllable Complexity(CVC) -0.90 0.51 -1.78 .08 

Group (TD) 1.24 0.37 3.39 <.001 

Group(TD) : Syllable Complexity(CVC) 0.37 0.24 1.55 .12 

Random Effect Variance SD   

Item 4.13 2.03   

Participant 0.85 0.92   
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Figure 1. Predicted probability of NWR accuracy at syllable level (with 95% confidence intervals) on IN 

and OUT syllables in the DLD vs. TD groups. CV = consonant-vowel.  
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Supplemental Materials. Full list of NWR stimuli 

Number of Syllables Stimuli (CV) Stimuli (CVC) 

MORE 

2 Fe Maa Mak Lim 

Ji Haa Bam Jik 

Maa Lo Duk Bam 

3 Fe Ji Maa Lim Duk Mak 

Haa Ji Lo Bam Duk Jik 

Lo Fe Haa Mak Duk Lim 

4 Fe Lo Haa Maa Mak Bam Lim Jik 

Maa Haa Ji Lo Bam Jik Mak Duk 

Ji Fe Haa Lo Jik Lim Bam Mak 

5 Lo Ji Fe Maa Haa Duk Lim Mak Jik Bam 

Haa Fe Lo Maa Ji Bam Duk Jik Mak Lim 

Ji Maa Lo Haa Fe Jik Bam Lim Duk Mak 

AddMORE 

2 Mi Lo Duk Gap 

Bo Ngo Hap Bik 

Lo Fo Bik Juk 

3 Bo Mi Ngo Juk Bik Hap 

Fo Ngo Bo Gap Duk Bik 

Ngo Mi Fo Hap Juk Gap 

4 Fo Mi Lo Bo Duk Gap Juk Bik 

Lo Mi Fo Ngo Gap Duk Hap Juk 

Ngo Bo Mi Lo Duk Bik Juk Hap 

5 Lo Bo Mi Fo Ngo Bik Gap Duk Hap Juk 

Ngo Mi Bo Lo Fo Gap Bik Juk Duk Hap 

Mi Ngo Lo Fo Bo Juk Gap Bik Hap Duk 
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LESS 

2 Fi Lu Lut Wek 

Bu Ngu Jek Hik 

Lu Hu Hik Ngut 

3 Bu Fi Ngu Ngut Hik Jek 

Hu Ngu Bu Wek Lut Hik 

Ngu Fi Hu Jek Ngut Wek 

4 Hu Fi Lu Bu Lut Wek Ngut Hik 

Lu Fi Hu Ngu Wek Luk Jek Ngut 

Ngu Bu Fi Lu Lut Hik Ngut Jek 

5 Lu Bu Fi Hu Ngu Hik Wek Lut Jek Ngut 

Ngu Fi Bu Lu Hu Wek Hik Ngut Lut Jek 

Fi Ngu Lu Hu Bu Ngut Wek Hik Jek Lut 

 


